Chapterr 2
Single-topp production at Leading Order r
Introduction
Theree are various partonic subprocesses that lead to the production of a single top. Thee ones for which we derive tree-level helicity amplitudes are the "W-gluon fusion" process s andd the "W-associated" production process gg + b^t + W (2.4) withh the W decaying hadronically. In reactions (2.1) and (2.2) it is understood that wee may replace the (?/,d)-quark pair by (d, ü) , (c,s) and (s,c) . In reaction (2.3) we mayy replace the (w, rf)-pair by (c,s) . In addition, CKM suppressed combinations may bee included. Becausee of its large mass, the electroweak decay of the top quark proceeds so rapidly thatt top bound states do not have time to form [7] . This also means that the decay productss of the top quark are correlated with its spin. It is therefore desirable to includee the semileptonic decay 1 of the top quark in the amplitudes:
t->b+ï+v.t->b+ï+v. (2.5)
Thee complete tree-level amplitudes for flavor excitation and s-channel production cann be obtained by crossing from those for Inn this chapter we present the complete tree-level helicity amplitudes for (2.6) and (2.7).. We obtain compact expressions by using spinor helicity methods. We present in additionn all amplitudes for the subprocesses (2.1-2.4) in the narrow top width approximationn [8, 9] . This allows us to check the quality of this approximation against the fulll calculation, for which only a few of the diagrams actually involve a top quark 2 .
Althoughh the helicity amplitudes for (2.1-2.4), including top decay, may be obtained ass well as Fortran code from the program Madgraph [11], we believe that our analytical resultss are valuable for a number of reasons. First, analytical expressions can offer additionall insights, e.g. in the phase space structure of the cross section near the topp mass pole. Second, they lead to even more compact computer codes by allowing numericall crossing, and third, they allow evaluation in terms of spinor products, and in differentt computer languages (we use C++). Finally, our results constitute a nontrivial checkk on this useful program. In this context we also mention the program Onctop [12] ,, and the general purpose programs Pythia [13] and Herwig [14] which can be used ass event generators for single-top production.
Inn order to test these amplitudes numerically, we study various distributions in momentumm and angle of some of the final state particles for each process separately. Wee limit ourselves here to the subprocesses (2.1-2.3), because process (2.4) is negligiblee [15, 16] at the Tevatron. We note that whether a subprocess is a leading order contributionn or a higher order correction to another, depends on the definition of the finalfinal state. Thus, for sufficiently inclusive quantities the W r -gluon fusion and flavor excitationn processes are not independent: a part of the former is then in fact a higher orderr QCD correction to the latter, and must be mass factorized [17] . A similar argumentt applies to W-gluon fusion and the s-channel process in the case where the gluon Single-topp production with hadronic top decay suffers from large QCD backgrounds. 22 A study of finite width effects in tt production is given in [10] .
coupless to the u-o?-quark line, and the signal is defined to be inclusive with respect too the presence of the light quark jet. Furthermore, whether bottom quarks are part off the initial state is a choice of factorization scheme. We adopt a five-flavor scheme andd include bottom quark parton distribution functions. In this chapter we wish to examinee some characteristics of each process individually, rather than perform a comprehensivee phenomenological study involving combinations of these processes and their backgrounds,, as such studies already exist in the literature [16, 18] . We therefore focus onn exclusive quantities, e.g. we require exactly three jets or exactly two jets. Ourr conventions for spinor helicity methods are listed in Section 2.2. Sections 2.3 andd 2.4, together with Appendix A, contain the helicity amplitudes for processes (2.6) andd (2.7). In Section 2.5 we discuss the narrow top width approximation, while the resultss of our numerical studies can be found in Section 2.6. We conclude in Section 2.7.
Spinor helicity methods
Too compute the amplitudes for (2.6) and (2.7) we use spinor helicity methods [19, 20, 21,, 22, 23] . We limit ourselves here to listing our conventions; for reviews of spinor helicityy methods see e.g. [24, 25] .
Withh spinor helicity methods we can express scattering amplitudes in terms of masslesss Weyl spinors of helicity ^ u (p,u(p, = v(p, T) 
Externall fermion states are directly expressed in terms of these. Our convention is to takee all particles outgoing. For example an outgoing massless fermion with positive helicityy is denoted by (p + |, while an outgoing massless antiferrnion with positive helicityy is denoted by \p-). The gluon polarization vectors, of helicity , may be writtenn as
Wee have used the customary short-hand notation:
Inn (2.9) k is the gluon momentum and q an arbitrary light-like "reference momentum". Thee dependence on the choice of q drops out in gauge-invariant amplitudes. We shall alsoo employ the abbreviations
withh all momenta null-vectors. Too treat the massive top quark within the framework of spinor helicity methods, wee use the extension to massive fermions [20. 26, 27, 28] . Even though helicity is nott a conserved quantum number for a massive particle, a massive positive-energy spinorr satisfying the Dirac equation has a two-fold degeneracy (e.g. labelled by a spincomponentt quantized along some axis). With slight abuse of notation we label these twoo states by "+" and "-". Forr the conjugate spinors we have
(2.12)
Itt is easy to check that for these spinors the Dirac equations, orthogonality and completenesss relations hold. The dependency on the arbitrary reference momentum q drops outt in the final answer. wheree p + and p_ are of the form
forr some null vectors pi,...,p n . Forr all other vertices and propagators we use standard Feynman rules, in the conventionss of [29] , and the 't Hooft-Feynman i? ? -gauge with £ = 1. We neglected all fermionn masses except the top mass. As a consequence, neither diagrams containing a Higgss boson nor diagrams with would-be Goldstone bosons contribute.
W-gluon fusion and W-associated production
Inn this section we present the helicity amplitudes for the process
Thee amplitudes are calculated in tree approximation at order O(gg^), where g denotes thee strong coupling and g w the electroweak coupling. There are also tree diagrams of orderr 0(g 3 gl ! ) ("QCD + Weak") contributing to (2.19). This gauge-invariant set of graphss does not contain a top quark as an intermediate state, and we do not consider it. .
Thee results for the (W-gluon fusion) processes u + g -> u+l+b+b+d and d+gd+g -> u + ï+b+b+ü, as well as for the (W-associated) process b+g -> i/ + ï+b+d+ü, cann be obtained from those of process (2.19) by crossing, under which the crossed momentumm and helicity change sign. The color decomposition for the amplitude (2.19) reads s 
><^i ><^i Figuree 2.2: A representative Feynman diagram for single-top production contributing toto the partial amplitude A w (2.20). The top quark line is thickened.
Wee can decompose the two subamplitudes in (2.20) further according to their electroweakk structure:
.4 4
Here e év:, év:, Thee cross section for W-gluon fusion, summed and averaged over helicities and colorss is then given by
wheree fi(xi) and f 3 {x 2 ) are the parton densities of the initial partons i and j, dfa denotess the phase space measure for five massless particles, 2s is the flux factor, 0(cuts) representss the jet-defining cuts and A$ and A$ g are the amplitudes in (2.22) with partonss i and j crossed into the initial state.
Flavor excitation and s-channel
Thee helicity amplitudes for both these processes can be obtained by crossing from withh d(j>\ the phase space measure for 4 massless particles and i and j label the partons crossedd for flavor excitation. The cross section for the s-channel process is obtained in aa similar way by crossing the appropriate partons. Theree are tree diagrams of order 0(g 2 gl) that contribute to (2.25). As they are aa separately gauge-invariant set and do not contain a top quark they are not directly relevantt to us here. However, for this case we do present these "QCD + Weak"-amplitudess because they may be easily obtained from the O(g^) tree amplitudes, as follows s 29) wheree N c denotes the number of colors. In contrast to the process of the previous section,, these "QCD + Weak"-amplitudes do not interfere with the 0(g") amplitudes.
Narrow width approximation
Byy including the top quark semileptonic decay in the amplitudes for (2.6) and (2.7), wee must include as well many diagrams in which no top is present. Therefore it is interestingg to know to what extent results are approximated by producing the top quarkk as an on-shell particle, whose decay happens independently from its production. AA numerical indication that the narrow top width approximation for the W-gluon, s-channell and W-associated processes works well is already present in Finally,, let us give the amplitude for the top decay
t(p8)^v{pi)+ï{p-2)+b(pt(p8)^v{pi)+ï{p-2)+b(p 33 ). ).
(2.37) ) (2.38) )
Withh the choice q -pi as reference momentum for the top-spinor the only nonvanishingg amplitude is 
Numericall results for the narrow top-width approximation are presented in the next section. .
Numerical studies
Ass announced in the introduction, we consider each subprocess separately for the purposess of numerical studies. This is equivalent to assuming a hermetic detector with perfectt momentum resolution capable of distinguishing these three processes. Beforee describing our numerical studies we list our default choices for physical constantss and parameters. For the masses and widths of the clectroweak bosons we usee m z = 91.187 GeV, T z = 2.49 GeV, m w = 80.41 GeV and IV = 2.06 GeV. For the topp quark mass we use m t = 174 GeV. The width of the top quark is then calculated ass T t = 1.76 GeV. We use the leading order expression for the running of the strong couplingg constant:
wheree fi Q = 11 -\Nj and Nj -5. We use the CTEQ4L set for the parton densities [31]] and we take therefore a a {m z ) = 0.132. The running of the finestructure constant iss taken in account according to
withh a(0) = 1/137.036 and Aa(m z ) = 0.059363 ([32, 33, 34, 35] ). We consider p-p collisionss at a center of mass energy V^ = 2.0 TeV (Tevatron) and p-p collisions at a centerr of mass energy y/S -14 TeV (LHC). For the renormalization and factorization scalee we use fi = \i F -m t .
Althoughh defining jets is not strictly necessary for a LO calculation, we use them too avoid singularities. By requiring as many jets as there are partons in the event, collinearr and soft divergent regions are avoided. Jets are defined by the hadronic k Talgorithmm [36]: we first remove the charged lepton and the neutrino from the event, thenn we precluster all remaining particles and assign them to the beamjets or to the hardd scattering process. Particles which are assigned to the hard scattering process are thenn clustered into jets. For the resolution variable of the hadronic £7-algorithm we use e VijVij = 2 min (p^, p^) (coshfy, -y^ -cos(<fc -<p 3 )),
( 2.46) wheree p Tl is the transverse momentum. </, the rapidity and 0, the polar angle of particle %.%. We recombine two particles using the ^-scheme. For the preclustering we use dd cutcut = (20 GeV) 2 . The clustering is done with y c . ut = 0.9. We have implemented thee finite width of the W, Z-bosons and of the top quark by using the complex-mass schemee [37] which respects full gauge invariance and which therefore gives a consistent descriptionn of the finite-width effects in tree-level calculations. Thus, the masses m w , mm zz and rn t in the partial amplitudes are replaced according to
Ass a consequence the cosine squared of the Weinberg angle also becomes a complex number r cos 2 **--= l-sin 2^ = m^"^mWf . (2.48) mm zz zz -%V z m z W r ee give our results for single-top production only. Furthermore we concentrate most off our studies on the Tevatron. LHC kinematics reweights the various processes among eachh other, the amount of which is not so much our concern in this thesis (see [16] e.g.). .
Althoughh we do not combine the partonic subprocesses, and rather examine them individually,, we wish to define their final state in a semi-realistic manner. Specifically, wee keep the partons apart in phase space by means of a jet algorithm (this includes in particular,, for the W-gluon channel, the beam and the b jet). However, we do assume perfectt 6-tagging, and no mistagging.
Thee inclusion of single-antitop production will multiply the cross section by a factor off two at the Tevatron. This is not the case at the LHC, which is a proton-proton collider. Forr W-gluon fusion we require three jets, two of them 6-tagged, for flavor excitation twoo jets with one &-tag, whereas for the s-channel process we require two 6-tagged jets.. For simplicity we assume a 6-tagging efficiency of 100%, and that we know the longitudinall momentum component of the neutrino 4 .
Inn Table 2 .1 we give the numerical results for the total cross section with the cutss described above for W-gluon fusion, flavor excitation and s-channel process at thee Tevatron (first column). In the second column we required in addition that the invariantt mass of the decay products of thee top reconstruct to within 20 GeV to the top quarkk mass. The third column contains the results in the narrow width approximation. Tablee 2.2 shows the corresponding results for the LHC. From Table 2.1 and Table 2 .2 wee see that the narrow width approximation describes the cross section very well for W-gluonn fusion and flavor excitation. The approximation is less satisfactory for the s-channell process. Here non-resonant terms seem to give a more sizeable contribution. Thiss can also be seen in Figure 2 .4(a), which shows the distribution in the invariant masss m v ib for W-gluon fusion and the s-channel process at the Tevatron.
Inn Figure 2 .4(b) we show for the W-gluon fusion process at the Tevatron the distributionn of the pseudorapidities for the 6-quark, the 6-quark and the light quark q. The distributionn for the 6-quark is slightly peaked in the backward region, the 6-quark is almostt central and the light quark goes dominantly in the forward region. Note that the jett algorithm suppresses fr's at sizeable negative pseudo-rapidities. These distributions essentiallyy agree with da da da da aa (2Pa + (1 -P)), (2.50) )
wheree P is the polarization of the top quark along the spin axis defined by the spectator jett q. For a 100% polarized top quark one has therefore da/da ~ a. Figure 2 .5 shows thatt this relation is fulfilled to a very good approximation for flavor excitation. For W-gluonn fusion we obtain the polarization along the spectator jet axis from the value att a = 0:
Withh the total cross section from Table 2 .1 we find P = 11% for W-gluon fusion. Thee background is expected to give a flat distribution. For flavor excitation we show thee result for the U QCD + Weak" background (discussed below (2.28)) process in Figuree 2.6. The a dependence after imposing a cut on the invariant mass m u -lb is flat, ass expected. Our result is similar to that, shown in Figure 5 of [16] , which shows thee same linear correlation of the signal (which is somewhat different from ours by employingg a vetoed 5 jet), and shows the (flat) a dependence of their more extensively treatedd background as well.
Wee suggest that this clear correlation may provide an alternative and attractive wayy to infer the visible W-gluon fusion or flavor excitation cross section (defined here throughh the criteria given above) for single-top production from the slope of the distribution.. The slope is given by
•^^ * signal Osignal '^ * background ^background -l^-^^j
Assumingg that P ba ck g roundObackground is small and that P mna i may reliable be estimated fromm theory the visible cross section for the signal can be inferred from the slope by measuringg two or more points of the o distribution and extrapolating the distribution too a straight line. Although in principle of course any distribution may serve to infer the correspondingg inclusive cross section, the a distribution seems particularly attractive duee to its simple shape.
Conclusions
Wee have presented the complete 0(g\) and O(gg^) helicity amplitudes for processes whosee final state result from the hadroproduction and semileptonic decay of a single top. . Ass only a small subset of graphs actually contain a top quark line in each process, we havee examined, for three of these processes, to what extent the top quark dominates, andd verified that for each process the top quark presence is manifested by a clear peakk in the m v \ b distribution. We have studied various kinematic distribution of final statee particles, and verified the correlation of the lepton angular distribution with the topp quark polarization [40, 16, 41] . The actual identification of a single-top signal is a matterr of careful definition, requiring full use of the kinematic and flavor characteristics off the final state, and a proper determination of the acceptance and background [16, 18,, 44] . In idealized analyses, we have thus verified that the sensitivity of the full amplitudess to top quark mass, charged-current coupling strength and handedness are preservedd in these amplitudes, even though most diagrams that contribute to them do nott contain a top quark.
Noww that we have completed the leading order calculation, the next step is to tackle thee next to leading order calculation. For this, we would like to use the most advanced
